Quantitative stress echocardiography.
Dramatic improvements in our ability to treat coronary artery disease have created the need to develop sensitive and specific noninvasive tests for diagnosing and assessing the severity of ischemic disease. The purpose of this review is to examine stress echocardiography and, in particular, quantitative stress echocardiography in this context. Methodology and technical aspects of performing and interpreting stress echocardiography are discussed, including the type of exercise performed, imaging and recording techniques, and methods for on-line and off-line analysis. Qualitative, semiquantitative, and quantitative approaches are compared and contrasted. In assessing quantitative stress echocardiography, the role of global measurements of left ventricular function including ejection fraction, peak systolic pressure to end-systolic volume index ratio, as well as regional measurements including wall-motion analysis and wall stress, are discussed. Pertinent literature using quantitative approaches is reviewed including those comparing quantitative stress echocardiography with other noninvasive modalities. Future directions for study are also addressed. We concluded that quantitative stress echocardiography has excellent sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing ischemic heart disease. It was useful in localizing lesions, defining multivessel disease, and predicting patients with poor prognosis postmyocardial infarction. Its reproducibility makes it a valuable technique in following patients noninvasively over time.